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TRAFFIC CAMPAIGN

WHAT WE DID

▸ A/B testing retargeting audience & sending 
traffic to Steam page 

▸ Objective: traffic (link clicks to Steam page) 

▸ Goal: Send traffic to Steam page, drive 
sales 

▸ Targeting: (A/B test) Humans in Japan & 
USA who are most likely to own VR headset 
& buy games vs. retargeting audience w/ 
expanded lookalike audience 

▸ Platforms: Facebook & Instagram, stories & 
feed for both



TRAFFIC CAMPAIGN

CREATIVE: TEASER GIF + A/B TESTING TARGETING

Primary Text: Match colored gems, ride 
ribbons, smash drums, and dodge barriers. 
You’ve never danced like this before… 
Early Access launches this Thursday! 

Audience A | size 26 million

Audience B | size 16,000 retargets + 2.4 million lookalikes 

Made up of the 16,000+ people from the audience above 
who watched 15+ seconds of teaser video in ad #1 plus 
lookalike of 2.4 million 

VS



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

A/B TEST RESULTS

▸ The winning ad (open VR gamers targeting used in campaign #1) had a lower cost per result, however due to 
delays in ad approval it also started far earlier so I would not claim conclusive results from this A/B test. 

▸ Ad “A” was approved and began delivering at 2:47AM on 10/24, Ad “B” was not approved until 2:31pm on 
10/24. It’s unclear why there was a delay, this approval process is on Facebooks end. They were both 
submitted before EOD on 10/23. 

▸ The discrepancy in audience size may have contributed to the difference. Again, no clear winner this time, however 
I would not rule out using the retargeting audience again for future campaigns since the results were close.



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS

▸ 2,890 people were sent to the Steam page from this ad. This is about 30% of total traffic to the Steam page logged so far. This 
metric is muddy because of timing of code’s addition, could be 18% of traffic depending on how it’s allocated/calculated.  

▸ The CPC was strong at $0.59 per click.  

▸ The average for FB ads (all industries) is $1.72. For ads in the tech world (closest match) the average is $1.27, again, a 
win. 

▸ The ad appears to have been gaining momentum and may have continued to get a lower CPC. If you look at the green line 
the cost was going down as the results (blue line) were growing steadily (until the ad ended and it drops off).  This suggests 
this ad campaign could be repeated with similar results, or run for a longer period of time with great success.



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS

▸ Men were far more likely to be shown the ad & click. I can’t explain this. Audience insights for 
VR gamers audience shows a 53% female, 47% male split in the same targeting.  My only guess 
is men were more likely to respond (or comment) so the algorithm showed it to more men.   

▸ The females reported did get a moderately lower cost per result, and it may be worth testing 
female specific targeting in future campaigns. 



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS

▸ Another perplexing metric. Only $12 was spent on Instagram w/ 14 clicks.  

▸ Ad delivery is optimized to allocate budget to placements most likely to perform best with audience based on 
targeting & bid amt, Instagram is not a platform known for clicks (or they are more expensive) so that may be why it 
was outperformed so strongly.  

▸ No ads were placed in messenger or audience network, the ad was deliberately set up this way. You can get low 
cost views on those platforms but they rarely convert, I did not place ads to run there.



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS

▸ Great performance & cost per result.  Almost 250,000 people were shown the ad in their feed, so many 
eyeballs! 

▸ Better frequency (times a person saw the ad) than first campaign, suggests a better match between audience 
size & budget, and could safely increase budget (or continue marketing to this audience) without exhausting it.  

▸ Follow up ads with smaller budgets should be mindful to narrow the targeting some to maintain these 
results. A frequency of 2, and up to 3 is a strong indicator of well matched budget to audience size. 

▸ Interesting metric of unique vs total link clicks, over 100 people went back to the ad/steam link. 

▸ SO many shares & saves, great metric for social proof, and a good amount of comments.  

▸ A LOT of repetitive comments comparing game to Beat Saber. Suggests an opportunity to play off this or 
use the founder story more to grow awareness of the differences. 



TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS | TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

▸ Google Analytics tracking was added by 1pm PST on 10/25. Anywhere from 700-800+ link clicks occurred prior to installing 
tracking on the Steam page. Unfortunately, can’t track ad results hourly on FB, just by day, making it harder to attribute traffic 
and allocate early performance. 

▸ “VRgamers” & “retargeting” tracking codes are falling under the “other” category and this suggests previous ad traffic will be 
categorized as direct for the time span prior to GA install since that traffic wasn’t logging under social.  

▸ “Social” link are likely from the page itself, additional tracking has been added to those links to better understand future social 
traffic 

▸ Company effort to include tracking metrics in all future links is suggested to better untangle future direct traffic. (I suggest using 
https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/) 

▸ I updated FB with tagged links in button & about section. (currently to steam, can update when website is solid)

https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/


TRAFFIC FINAL RESULTS

OVERALL RESULTS | SUGGESTIONS & ANALYSIS

▸ Great results given the industry, this campaign outperformed industry benchmarks for 
FB & Instagram advertising. 

▸ The gif as ad creative worked great for this campaign, the length pushed traffic (bc of so 
many full views of the video) and it highlighted the gameplay. Would suggest using 
these over still photos in future campaigns because of dynamic nature of the game. 

▸ Would suggest all future links include granular tracking information to better understand 
future traffic sources (https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/) 

▸ Lack of Instagram performance on this ad (when it was strong on phase 1) may be due to 
a higher cost per result for that platform. For future ads w/ this ad objective I suggest 
splitting the budget at the campaign level between the two platforms to test this theory. 
Insta may be more $$, but it could also convert better.  

▸ Nearly all comments were comparing AudioTrip to Beat Saber, or asking about Quest 
compatibility. Suggests an opportunity for educational campaigns around these 2 points. 

https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/

